Based on analyses of responses of insects and mites to a wide range of diel and nondiel experimental light-dark schedules, a variety of models have been developed for the photoperiodic clocks in these species by nearly as many investigators. According to some of these models, the photoperiodic clock is based on a mechanism separate from the circadian system, that is, a so-called "hourglass." According to other models, the clock is based on one or more circadian oscillators that may be coupled to each other and that may or may not show a certain degree of damping. In this context, a rapidly damping oscillator could be regarded as an hourglass. The present article gives an overview of the many different clock models and their philosophies, and it makes comparisons among them to provide a better understanding about how these models are related, if at all, and why the double circadian oscillator model is the most favored model at present.
INTRODUCTION
The photoperiodic regulation of seasonally appropriate events, such as the onset of diapause and the appearance of aphid sexual morphs, is an important aspect of insect development and metamorphosis. It is generally agreed that such responses are complex series of events including photoreception, measurement of day or night length, integration and storage of the covert effects of successive photoperiods by a "counter" mechanism, and the ultimate regulation of the appropriate responses by endocrine effectors (Saunders, 1982b) . Frequently, the time measurement occurs far in advance of the hormonal response, and the "information" remains stored in the central nervous system through several intervening instars and substantial metamorphosis. In some cases, the clock is maternal, and information is passed through the egg.
Endocrinological investigations (Denlinger, 1985; Saunders, in press) have provided much of interest and importance concerning the maintenance, control, and termination of diapause, but to date they are largely restricted to events downstream of the clock and the counter. Similarly, studies involving light guides (Lees, 1964) and action spectra (De Wilde and Bonga, 1958; Hayes, 1971; Lees, 1971 Lees, , 1981 Hardie et al., 1981 , Adams, 1986a have provided information on the location of the photoreceptors and properties of the pigments involved but have not penetrated the key events of time measurement and information storage. Setting aside for a moment the promising modern approaches of molecular genetics and neurobiology (Dunlap, 1993; Sehgal et al., 1996) , current investigations of the clock and the counter are largely restricted to analyses of insect (and mite) responses to experimental light-dark (LD) schedules. Not surprisingly, perhaps, this cybernetic approach has generated a number of rather divergent formal models for photoperiodic time measurement that, to an outsider, might seem confusing, contradictory, or even counterproductive (see also Takeda and Skopik, 1997) . This review attempts to produce a synthesis of the various schemes.
PHOTOPERIODIC INDUCTION: SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
At higher latitudes, the majority of insects show "long-day" photoperiodic responses in which continuously developing, nondiapause generations, or the production of summer morphs, occur during the long days of summer, but an overwintering or diapausing generation, or an autumnal morph, supervenes as day length shortens (Saunders, 1982b) . "Short-day" insects with a summer diapause (estivation) and active growth in the autumn and winter also occur, particularly in more southern latitudes (Masaki, 1961; Koveos and Tzanakakis, 1989) .
In most species, photoperiodic induction involves two interrelated processes: the measurement of night length (rarely day length) (Saunders, 1982b ; but see Saunders, 1987) and the accumulation and storage of the covert effects of night length measurement to some internal threshold. In formal terms, the first process is attributed to a night length-measuring device referred to as the "clock" and the latter to a "counter" mechanism. Clock and counter operate simultaneously during a photoperiodically sensitive period occurring some time before the diapause stage that, in different species, may be in the egg (i.e., embryo), larva, pupa, or adult. Therefore, models for photoperiodic time measurement should incorporate both night length measurement and accumulation of these events by the counter.
PHOTOPERIODIC CLOCK MODELS
Models of the photoperiodic clock can be divided into two major classes. In the first class of models, time measurement is assumed to be based on an "hourglass," that is, a noncircadian mechanism that follows a set time course in darkness after being initiated at lights off and that needs a minimum duration of light to restart its measuring process at the beginning of the next dark phase. In the second class of models, time measurement is based on the organism's circadian system. The clock is assumed to consist of one or more circadian oscillators that are entrainable by light and that restart time measurement spontaneously in prolonged darkness. The more important clock models, some of which also incorporate or recognize the counter principle, are listed in Table 1 . These models are described only briefly here; for fuller accounts, the original articles should be consulted.
Hourglass Clocks
Hourglass clocks, usually measuring night length, have been proposed on a number of occasions, but the strongest experimental evidence for such a nonrepetitive timer (Model 1) comes from the extensive work of A. D. Lees on the vetch aphid, Megoura viciae (Lees, 1965 (Lees, , 1966 (Lees, , 1967 (Lees, , 1973 (Lees, , 1981 (Lees, , 1984 (Lees, , 1986 . In this insect, reproductive mode is regulated by night length, with short nights of summer leading to parthenogenetic and viviparous morphs (virginoparae), whereas the long nights of autumn induce the production of egg laying, sexual forms, or oviparae. The model for night length measurement is seen as a linked sequence of four biochemical reactions distinguished on the basis of their responses to light breaks in the dark component of the cycle. In Stage 1, during the first 2 to 3 h of the night, the timing reaction is reversed by blue light. After a short light pulse at this stage, a resetting of the timing mechanism occurs, and night length measurement restarts after the light pulse. In Stage 2, from the 3rd to the 4th h of the night, the system becomes insensitive to short light pulses. In Stage 3, between the 5th h and just short of the critical night length, the system again is photosensitive and responds to a broad spectrum of light; its virginopara-promotive effect is irreversible by subsequent exposure to a dark period of more than the critical length. Stage 4 begins at the critical night length of 9.5 h and causes an ovipara-promotive effect. In natural photoperiods, either Stage 3 is illuminated, and virginoparae are produced, or lights on occurs in Stage 4, resulting in oviparae. After each measured night, a period of illumination of about 4 to 6 h is needed to "prime" the hourglass for its next act of night length measurement.
A Nonclock Role for the Circadian System
The Resonance Principle The resonance principle (Model 2), introduced by C. S. Pittendrigh in 1972, suggests that circadian oscillators are not necessarily involved in time measurement per se (i.e., in the clock) but that the consequences of time measurement (perhaps the accumulating effects of long and short nights by the counter) may be affected by interactions between the environmental light cycle and the circadian system. This would explain Nanda-Hamner profiles (discussed later) in which the inductive effect is high in cycles when the light (L) and the dark (D) components are of a cycle length (T) that is close to the natural period (τ) of the circadian system, or multiples thereof (i.e., τ or modulo τ), but is low when T is far from τ or multiples thereof.
In other words, photoperiodic induction (which may be associated with any sort of clock) is most effective when the circadian system is at "resonance" or in harmony with the photic environment and is least effective when it is constantly being subjected to outof-phase light signals.
The Hourglass Timer-Oscillator Counter Model
The hourglass timer-oscillator counter model (Model 3) (Vaz Nunes and Veerman, 1982) is an explicit version of this nonclock role for the circadian system, originally proposed for diapause induction in the twospotted spider mite, Tetranychus urticae. The model proposes that night length is measured by an hourglass clock but that resonance affects the counter mechanism accumulating the covert effects of successive long or short nights. The hourglass clock is a computerized version of the Megoura clock and is able to generate photoperiodic responses similar to those obtained experimentally with Lees's protocols performed with the mite (Vaz Nunes and Veerman, 1986b) . However, in the mite, the positions of the peaks and troughs observed in Nanda-Hamner experiments were not related to the total cycle length (T) as suggested by Pittendrigh (1972) ; instead, they were re- A. Hourglass clocks Circadian system has no influence on photoperiodic time measurement.
Model 1 (Lees, 1973) B. Nonclock role for the circadian system 1. The resonance effect. Magnitude of the photoperiodic response depends on the circadian system's proximity to resonance (i.e., when T [period of light cycle] is close to τ [period of circadian system]). The clock can be an hourglass or a circadian oscillator. Model 2 (Pittendrigh, 1972) 2. The hourglass timer-oscillator counter model. The clock is an hourglass, but the circadian system affects the counter. Model 3 (Vaz Nunes and Veerman, 1982) C. A clock role for the circadian system 1. External coincidence. Photoperiodic induction (e.g., diapause) occurs only when a photoinducible phase (ϕ i ) of the circadian system coincides with darkness a : a. ϕ i is a phase of a self-sustained pacemaker. Model 4 (Pittendrigh, 1966) b. ϕ i is a phase of a damping pacemaker.
Model 5 (Lewis and Saunders, 1987) c. ϕ i is a phase in a slave oscillation.
Model 6 (Vaz Nunes et al., 1991a,b;  see also Saunders, 1982a ) 2. Internal coincidence. Photoperiodic induction occurs only when critical phases in two separate oscillators (x and y), internal to the circadian system, coincide in time:
a. x and y are mutually coupled oscillators in a complex pacemaker. Model 7 (Tyshchenko, 1966) b. x and y are separate (uncoupled) light-entrainable oscillators.
Model 8 (Pittendrigh et al., 1984) c. x and y are pacemaker and slave.
Model 9 (Beck, 1985) d. x and y are two slaves.
Model 10 (Pittendrigh, 1981) 3. Amplitude model. The clock is a circadian oscillator whose amplitude is temperature dependent. Model 11 (Pittendrigh et al., 1991) D. Pittendrigh et al. (1984) . a. However, in the original version (Pittendrigh, 1966) , induction of development occurred when ϕ i coincided with light.
lated to scotophase duration (Vaz Nunes and Veerman, 1986a) .
Circadian Clocks

Bünning's Hypothesis and External Coincidence
In 1936, E. Bünning proposed that time measurement in photoperiodic induction was dependent on the "endogenous diurnal rhythm" (i.e., circadian rhythm) then known to provide temporal organization in plants (Bünning, 1936) . In an explicit model, he proposed that the 24-h cycle comprised two half-cycles differing in their sensitivity to light. The first 12 h constituted the "photophil" (i.e., subjective day) and the second 12 h the "scotophil" (i.e., subjective night). Short-day (or long-night) effects were produced when the light was restricted to the photophil half-cycle, but long-day (or short-night) effects were produced when light extended into the scotophil half-cycle. Therefore, light had a dual role: entrainment of the circadian rhythm and photoinduction.
The postulated dual role of light in photoperiodism was further elaborated by Pittendrigh and Minis (1964) in their external coincidence model (Model 4), developed from Bünning's hypothesis but based on a fuller understanding of the entrainment phenomenon, exemplified by pupal eclosion in Drosophila pseudoobscura (Pittendrigh, 1966) . The phase of photosensitivity was now reduced from a full half-cycle to a much more restricted "photoinducible phase" (ϕ i ) thought to lie in the latter half of the subjective night. The interactions of the entraining and inducing effects of light in a wide range of simple and complex light regimes were described in a number of articles (Pittendrigh, 1981; Pittendrigh and Daan, 1976; Minis, 1971, 1972; Pittendrigh et al., 1970) . Although in the original model induction of development was supposed to occur when ϕ i coincided with light, the emphasis later changed, and induction of diapause was supposed to occur when ϕ i coincided with darkness. This model proved particularly useful as a working hypothesis for pupal diapause induction in the flesh fly, Sarcophaga argyrostoma (Saunders, 1976 (Saunders, , 1978 (Saunders, , 1979 . The effects of night interruptions, in particular, turned out to be similar to those in the Megoura hourglass (Saunders, 1979 (Saunders, , 1981a . According to the external coincidence model, night length measurement in 24-h cycles is accomplished by a similar principle; as nights get shorter, the dawn transition of the daily photophase extends "backward," eventually to illuminate ϕ i in the late subjective night. Therefore, the photoinducible phase is equivalent to Lees's Stage 3.
External Coincidence and the Damped Circadian Oscillator Model
External coincidence is a simple model that explains many photoperiodic data (Saunders, 1981c (Saunders, , 1982c . In its original form, however, it predicts a high incidence of diapause in continuous darkness (DD) and ultra-long scotophases (Saunders, 1982a) because, in both types of regimes, ϕ i falls in the dark in each cycle of the oscillation. In other words, it has limitations in describing the characteristic shape of most short-night photoperiodic responses with a drop in diapause incidence in extremely long nights and DD. A modification of the original external coincidence model has been proposed to meet that particular problem. Following a suggestion of Bünning (1969) , it was proposed that the oscillator making up the clock is not self-sustained but rather damps out within a few cycles unless maintained at high amplitude by a train of "strong" light pulses (Model 5) (Lewis and Saunders, 1987; Saunders and Lewis, 1987a,b) . This model was derived from a feedback control systems approach to circadian rhythmicity (Lewis, 1994) , which also was used successfully to simulate the biochemical feedback loops in the circadian system of the various period mutants of Drosophila melanogaster (Lewis et al., 1997) . It was shown that the feedback control model is analogous to the word models of the mechanisms developed from molecular studies of the circadian system in this species (e.g., Lee et al., 1996) . Changes in the rate of synthesis (SR) of a hypothetical oscillating chemical (c) alters the damping coefficient, with high values of SR leading to a self-sustained oscillation and very low values of SR to an extremely damped oscillation resembling an hourglass because it damps within one cycle below a threshold (Thresh). The photoinducible phase, ϕ i , occurs when c declines and crosses Thresh. A rise in temperature increases SR, whereas a reduction in temperature lowers it. Light reduces the value of c, and prolonged light holds c down until the light goes off, and then the oscillation starts anew. Systematic changes in SR, temperature, light intensity, and other parameters provide an explanation for, among others, the critical night length, the shape of the photoperiodic response curve, and the declining "amplitude" of successive peaks in, as well as temperature effects on, Nanda-Hamner responses.
External Coincidence and the Multioscillator Model
By further analogy with Drosophila eclosion rhythms, Pittendrigh et al. (1984) suggested that the external coincidence clock could be a multioscillator system with a "pacemaker" and one or more "slave" oscillators. In that context, ϕ i could be either a phase of the pacemaker (Model 4 or 5) or a phase of a driven slave. Each is theoretically possible, although the latter is more likely. The same model also was proposed by Saunders (1982a) to explain the decline in diapause incidence in ultra-long nights in the flesh fly, S. argyrostoma. These observations could not be explained by the original external coincidence model. Another shortcoming of the single-oscillator external coincidence models was the inability to explain the results obtained with T. urticae (i.e., the fact that the clock was nonrepetitive, demonstrated experimentally by Veerman and Vaz , whereas Nanda-Hamner experiments, revealing four peaks and troughs of diapause induction, suggested a circadian clock that ran at least three to four cycles before damping out. An explicit model of the pacemaker-slave version with ϕ i being a phase of the slave was developed by Vaz Nunes et al. (1991a,b ) (Model 6) to meet this problem. In this pacemaker-slave model, the pacemaker is a self-sustained or slowly damping, light-entrainable oscillator, and the slave is a heavily damped, also light-entrainable oscillator that is coupled to the pacemaker. Strong coupling makes the slave, which is the actual clock, a self-sustained or slowly damping circadian clock. Weak coupling, on the other hand, makes it a strongly damping, and therefore nonrepetitive, clock that is indistinguishable from an hourglass. It was suggested further that the pacemaker could affect the counter in a way similar to the circadian system in the hourglass timer-oscillator counter model. According to the pacemaker-slave model, the clock in T. urticae could be described as a system with a nondamping pacemaker and a weakly coupled slave, with a circadian effect on the counter by the pacemaker (Vaz Nunes et al., 1991b) .
Internal Coincidence and the Multioscillator Model
Evidence that the circadian system of insects and other higher organisms comprises several, if not many, circadian oscillators led Pittendrigh (1960) to propose that photoperiodic induction was a product of several oscillators and their internal phase relationships. This concept later was called "internal coincidence" (Pittendrigh, 1972) to differentiate it from external coincidence; it suggests that light has a single role (entrain-ment) and not the dual roles (entrainment and photoinduction) inherent in the latter. Table 1 lists several theoretical versions of internal coincidence: phase relationships between two light-entrainable master oscillators or pacemakers, either coupled in a complex pacemaker (Model 7) or independent of each other (Model 8); phase relationships between a pacemaker and a slave (Model 9); and phase relationships among several slaves driven by the same (or different) pacemaker(s) (Model 10).
The simplest form of internal coincidence is the "dawn" and "dusk" model of Tyshchenko (1966) (Model 7) (see also Danilevskii et al., 1970) . This model envisages two pacemakers, one entrained by dawn and the other by dusk, whose internal phase relationship changes with the length of the photophase. Induction of diapause or development occurs according to the "overlap" between particular phases of the two components.
The dual system theory of Beck (1985) is, in essence, a clock of the pacemaker-slave type (Model 9). It consists of two components: an S system beginning at dusk and capable of free running in DD (i.e., a circadian oscillator) and a P system that free runs in continuous light (LL) but that is entrained by S in darkness and dictates the position of a "determination gate." The level of S at the time of gate closure then determines the incidence of diapause. The S system may be identified as a pacemaker and the P system as a slave.
Internal coincidence as a function of mutual phase relationships among several slave oscillations (Model 10) has been explored by Pittendrigh (1981) . An array of nine such slaves, each differing in period (τ), damping coefficient (ε), and coupling strength (C) to the pacemaker, were shown to change their internal temporal order according to the period of the driving light cycle (T), photoperiod, and temperature. According to Pittendrigh, these changes in the temporal program could provide a mechanism for night length measurement as they could yield an explanation for Nanda-Hamner profiles, the shape of the photoperiodic response curve, and temperature dependence (or temperature compensation) of the critical night length.
The Amplitude Model
According to the amplitude model, developed by Pittendrigh et al. (1991) for eclosion rhythms in Drosophila, the amplitude of a circadian oscillator is, in contrast to its period, temperature dependent and also shows latitudinal variation (Model 11). It was sug-gested that this model, which gave an elegant explanation for the effects of temperature and latitude on eclosion rhythms in both D. auraria and D. littoralis, also might be valid for photoperiodic time measurement. However, although the amplitude model certainly has appeal, its validity still needs to be tested.
Other Clock Models
The Clock-Commander Model In all models described so far, it was the clock itself that distinguished between long and short nights relative to a critical length. For example, the coincidence of ϕ i with either darkness or light determined whether the night was long or short, respectively. It is possible, however, that the clock merely measures the length of a night, whereas the distinction between a long and short night is determined after the accumulation of the measured nights has been completed, that is, not by the clock but rather by the counter. Zaslavski's (1988 Zaslavski's ( , 1996 clock-commander model (Model 12) is based on this hypothesis. The clock's only function is the quantitative measurement of night length. The "commanding" mechanism, in turn, processes this information and determines whether a night is long or short. It is suggested that this commanding mechanism consists of two antagonistic "centers": the A center, exhibiting the long-day reaction, and the I center, exhibiting the short-day reaction. Both centers produce their cumulative effect, the total value of which determines whether or not induction (e.g., diapause) will occur. In effect, the commander is a counter mechanism. Only those nights "strong" enough (i.e., with a high enough inductive value) to result in the cumulative effect exceeding a certain threshold value exert a long-night effect; "weaker" nights act as short nights. It is in this way that the commanding mechanism qualifies nights as long or short. In other words, the critical night length is here not a fixed value. This mostly graphical model is able to generate a wide range of photoperiodic response curves including those of the long-and short-day types (Zaslavski, 1988) . However, because the model is based on the natural 24-h cycle only, it cannot be used to simulate non-24-h LD cycles.
The Double Circadian Oscillator Model
Observations with various insects over the years indicated that long nights and short nights are more fundamentally different from being simply long and short. It has been observed that the effects of temperature on long nights and short nights are rather different in that short nights appear much more sensitive to temperature than do long nights (Goryshin and Tyshchenko, 1973; Hardie, 1990; Saunders, 1992; Vaz Nunes and Hardie, unpublished) . Moreover, in the vetch aphid, M. viciae, and the large cabbage white butterfly, Pieris brassicae, long and short nights seemed to be determined in different ways (Vaz Nunes and Hardie, 1993; Vaz Nunes, 1994; Dumortier, 1994) , and in some cases only long nights were accumulated, not short nights (Goryshin and Tyshchenko, 1973; Saunders, 1981b) . These observations are difficult to explain if the difference between a short night and a long night is simply the coincidence or noncoincidence of ϕ i with light, respectively. It seems rather that the clock involved in long-and short-night measurement consists of two different mechanisms. To take these findings into account, Vaz Nunes (1998a) proposed the double circadian oscillator model (Model 13) in which there are two circadian oscillations, each determining the length of a night and each giving it a quantitative value that is either zero or positive. One of the mechanisms (LN system) gives a night a positive value when, at lights on, the oscillator is in its descending phase (i.e., when the night is relatively long), whereas the other mechanism (SN system) gives a scotophase a positive value when, at lights on, the oscillator is in its ascending phase and above a certain threshold (i.e., when the night is relatively short). Both oscillating systems are based on the feedback control system developed by Lewis (1994 
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS
It is impossible in a review of this length to describe these models in greater detail. A distillation of their important points, however, results in the following questions:
1. Is night length measured by a nonrepetitive hourglass timer or by reference to the circadian system? 2. How different are hourglasses and circadian clocks? 3. Does the photoperiodic clock, if circadian, comprise a single oscillatory component or several such components? 4. Does the light component of the cycle serve only to initiate, "prime," or entrain such timing devices, or does it also serve to effect the physiological switch between short and long nights? 5. Does the clock measure night length qualitatively or quantitatively? 6. What is the nature of the circadian involvementclock or nonclock? 7. Are all photoperiodic clocks variations of a theme (i.e., are they monophyletic with subsequent radiation), or are their similarities merely superficial, with their differences being real and fundamental (i.e., are they polyphyletic)? 8. How useful are the various models in predicting and guiding future investigations, especially into the "real" physiology of the photoperiodic clock?
Hourglasses and Circadian Clocks: How Different Are They?
Questions 1 and 2 relate to the nature of the mechanism measuring night length. Experimental evidence for a circadian role in time measurement (or the lack of it) has come from a number of protocols, the most important of which are those introduced by Nanda and Hamner (1958) and Bünsow (1960) (both of which use LD cycles that differ from the natural solar day), as well as from so-called bistability experiments, introduced by Pittendrigh (1966) . In Nanda-Hamner experiments, different groups of organisms are exposed to repeated cycles in which the duration of the light component is held constant but the dark component is varied to give a period (T hours) that, in different subsets, increases from about 16 to 84 h or more. In Bünsow experiments, different groups are exposed to a cycle of, say, 12 h of light and an extended period of darkness, often about 36 or 60 h long (e.g., LD 12:36, T = 48 h; LD 12:60, T = 72 h), with the extended night systematically interrupted, in different experimental subsets, by a 1-or 2-h scanning pulse of light. In bistability experiments, insects are exposed to two short light pulses of equal duration per 24-h cycle, with both light pulses close to 12 h apart (e.g., to LD 1:10:1:12 and LD 1:12:1:10) after an initial dark phase of between 0 and 24 h. In this way, the first light pulse starts at different circadian times, and the first dark phase seen after the first light pulse is either 10 or 12 h. At the end of the experiments, responses are assessed in terms of, for example, the percentage of diapause or autumn morph.
Typical results for Nanda-Hamner experiments are shown in Fig. 1 . In the case of a supposed hourglass clock ( Fig. 1a ), short-night responses are observed until the scotophase exceeds the critical night length, and high diapause or ovipara production then occurs regardless of the length of T. In the case of a supposed circadian clock (Fig. 1b) , however, the incidence of diapause (or autumn morph) rises and falls with circadian frequency as T increases through multiples of the clock's probable endogenous period (τ). In Bünsow experiments, circadian responses show points of short-night response (low diapause incidence) at circadian intervals in the long night ( Fig. 2a ), whereas hourglass responses do not (Fig. 2b) . A positive bistability effect is found when the response curve for LD 1:10:1:12 shows high and low incidences that are mirrored by the response curve for LD 1:12:1:10 ( Fig. 3a) . A negative bistability effect is observed when both response curves are similar (Fig. 3b ).
Nanda-Hamner experiments have now been applied to a number of insects and three mites ( Table 2) . "Positive" responses (i.e., those indicating a circadian involvement in photoperiodic time measurement) were first reported for the parasitic wasp, Nasonia vitripennis (Saunders, 1968) , and the flesh fly, S. argyrostoma (Saunders, 1973a) , and have since been found in another 11 insect species from five orders as well as in T. urticae and the predatory mite, Amblyseius poten-tillae, and they involve a variety of seasonal responses including diapause induction and termination (egg, larval, pupal, and adult), growth rate, morph determination, wing development (apterisation), and the production of antifreeze proteins. "Negative" responses have been recorded in 11 insect species from four orders and in the fruit tree red spider mite, Metatetranychus ulmi.
A positive Nanda-Hamner result indicates that the circadian system is somehow involved in the photoperiodic phenomenon but does not discriminate among any of Models 2 to 13. It also should be noted that a negative response, although usually taken to indicate a noncircadian (i.e., hourglass) response, might merely indicate that the circadian involvement is not expressed. Diapause incidences always are measured on the percentage scale. However, induction sum values (i.e., the values of accumulated photoperiodic (Saunders 1973 (Saunders , 1982c information by the counter) may fluctuate, even if all result in 100% induction, thus "hiding" a positive Nanda-Hamner response. In S. argyrostoma (Saunders 1973a (Saunders , 1982c , hourglass-like responses were found at lower temperatures, but circadian rhythmicity became apparent when the temperature was raised. Similar effects of temperature were noted in another nine insect species (Table 2) . Furthermore, in two species (the ground beetle, Pterostichus nigrita [Thiele, 1977] , and the European corn borer, Ostrinia nubilalis [Skopik and Takeda, 1986] ), hourglass-like responses were observed only from more northerly latitudes. Also in two species (P. brassicae [Claret, 1985] , and O. nubilalis [Skopik and Takeda, 1987] ), diapause termination appeared to be controlled by an hourglass, whereas induction had a circadian involvement. In addition, in Drosophila triauraria (Yoshida and Kimura, 1993) , a positive resonance effect was observed only when the experimental regime included the immature stages and not when these immature stages were kept in LL. And in S. argyrostoma (Saunders, 1982c) , positive resonance occurred at lower temperatures when embryos were kept in LL than when they were kept in LD 12:12.
More recently, Vaz Nunes and Hardie (1993) found experimental evidence for a circadian clock in M. viciae despite the typical hourglass responses in Nanda-Hamner experiments observed at various temperatures (Lees, 1986) . These results show that a negative Nanda-Hamner response does not necessarily mean that the clock is based on a noncircadian (hourglass) mechanism. "Positive" Bünsow experiments were first reported for N. vitripennis (Saunders, 1970) and subsequently in another five insect species and the mite, T. urticae (Table 3) , with either two peaks of short-night effect in cycles of T ≈ 48 h or three such peaks in cycles of T ≈ 72 h. In five insect species, Bünsow experiments were "negative." In one of the species, the black bean aphid (Aphis fabae), the experiments were done at two temperatures: 15 and 20ºC. As with Nanda-Hamner experiments, both negative and positive results were obtained, showing again that when temperature is too low, a positive circadian effect is not observed. Table 4 shows a summary of bistability experiments on photoperiodic responses, done with seven insect species from three orders and one mite species. Hill- (Saunders, 1975) man (1973) was the first to attempt such experiments with insects, using the vetch aphid, M. viciae. He reported a negative result. The first positive result was reported for the flesh fly, S. argyrostoma (Saunders, 1975) . Since then, positive effects also have been observed in another fly and a moth. In five other species, including M. viciae and T. urticae, results were negative (i.e., a bistability effect was not found, even at different temperatures). In two of the latter species, A. fabae (Hardie, 1987) and T. urticae Veerman, 1984, 1986a ), Nanda-Hamner and Bünsow experiments done at the same temperature as the bistability experiments showed a positive circadian effect. Bistability experiments also were performed with D. auraria, and apparent positive effects were obtained (Pittendrigh and Takamura, 1987) . These experiments were incomplete, however, because the first light pulse always started at the same circadian time (CT 12).
To the present authors, it seems unlikely that major changes in the nature of night length measurement should be effected by temperature, latitude, or developmental stage, as observed with Nanda-Hamner and Bünsow experiments. A more likely explanation is that many, if not most, photoperiodic clocks use the available circadian mechanisms but that positive resonance is observed only under certain circumstances. It might be that the experimental temperature was too low or, alternatively, that one of two possible night length measuring systems (the SN system in Model 13) is so heavily damped that "troughs" of short-night effect do not occur, hence the typical hourglass response. There clearly are many common features between the properties of hourglass and oscillator clocks (as they are described). For example, they are initiated at the start of the night after a photophase of a minimum duration and show the same stages of resetting in the early night, light insensitivity a few hours later, and a lightsensitive phase in the latter half of the subjective night. The most significant difference between them is that an hourglass measures night length only once, whereas an oscillatory clock free runs in an extended night to perform successive night length measurements. For this reason, an explanation for their apparent differences might be that hourglasses are merely heavily damped circadian oscillators (Models 5, 6, and 13) (Lewis and Saunders, 1987; Saunders and Lewis, 1987a,b; Vaz Nunes and Hardie, 1987; Vaz Nunes et al., 1991a,b; Vaz Nunes, 1998a ; see also King et al., 1997) . This also would explain why bistability experiments in, for example, T. urticae were negative, whereas Nanda-Hamner experiments were positive. At this juncture, we conclude that hourglass-like timers and oscillatory timers both could be based on the circadian system and differ only in one major property: their damping coefficient. Therefore, if damped oscillators are a clue to the apparent differences between hourglass and circadian photoperiodic clocks, heretofore regarded as conceptually different mechanisms, then the important problems in photoperiodism must move on to a consideration of the number of components (oscillators) involved and the role of light.
External or Internal Coincidence? The Multioscillator Construction of the Clock and the Role of Light
In outlining theoretical differences between external and internal coincidence, Pittendrigh (1972) suggested that the most parsimonious version of the former could be a single circadian oscillation whose phase relationship to photoperiodic cycles involved the illumination or nonillumination of a particular phase (ϕ i ) according to the duration of the photophase. Internal coincidence, on the other hand, incorporated a number of constituent oscillators (at least two) whose mutual (internal) phase relationships varied with season. The dual role of light (entrainment and photoinduction) in external coincidence was contrasted with the singular role of light (entrainment) in the latter. This subsection addresses the important questions (Questions 3 and 4) concerning the number of circadian oscillators involved and the precise role of light.
As noted previously, the original version of external coincidence (Pittendrigh, 1966) was unable to account for the decline in diapause incidence toward DD ( Fig. 4) . Difficulties using this model to account for thermoperiodic induction (Saunders, 1973b) , temperature dependence of the critical night length (Danilevskii, 1965) , and complex circadian surfaces (three-dimensional Nanda-Hamner responses) also have been raised (Pittendrigh et al., 1984) . However, the damped oscillator version of this model (Model 5, Lewis and Saunders, 1987 ) overcomes many of these restrictions. For example, Saunders and Lewis (1987a,b) showed that incorporation of a damped oscillator can produce many of the complex shapes of photoperiodic response curves and Nanda-Hamner profiles. Furthermore, temperature dependence of critical night length could be explained if ϕ i were a phase of a slave oscillation (Model 6, Pittendrigh et al., 1984; Vaz Nunes et al., 1991a,b) , and thermoperiodic induction of diapause in darkness (Saunders, 1973b; Chippendale et al., 1976; Dumortier and Brunnarius, 1977) could be explained if ϕ i had a sensitivity to elevated temperature as well as to light (Morris and Lewis, 1990) . Thermoperiodic induction of diapause in LL (Masaki and Kikukawa, 1981) , however, still seems to defy this model because most insect circadian rhythms damp out in these conditions (Pittendrigh, 1966) . But this inadequacy might be overcome by a more complex (multioscillator) clock.
Evidence for multiple oscillators in the insect circadian system is now very strong, and different oscillators may be involved in different events. For example, in the flesh fly, S. argyrostoma, overt circadian rhythms of larval wandering, pupal eclosion, and cuticular growth layers, as well as the covert rhythms thought to underlie photoperiodic induction, present a variety of properties (circadian period, phase relationship to the LD cycle, and type of output) suggesting that their driving pacemakers may differ in both nature and cellular location (Saunders, 1986) . Locomotor rhythms of adult insects show the phenomena of "splitting" and "internal desynchronization" (e.g., in the weta, Hemideina thoracica [Christensen and Lewis, 1982] , and the blowfly, Calliphora vicina [Kenny and Saunders, 1991] ) and provide compelling reasons for thinking that such behavioral rhythms are governed by two or more (possibly coupled) pacemakers. Therefore, it is possible that the photoperiodic phenomena also involve several or many oscillations.
Evidence for a hierarchical organization of temperature-compensated and light-sensitive pacemakers driving temperature-dependent and perhaps light-insensitive slave oscillations also is strong (Pittendrigh, 1981) . For the rhythm of pupal eclosion in D. pseudo-obscura, coupling between a pacemaker and a slave was first proposed to account for the transient cycles observed to follow single resetting pulses of light (Pittendrigh et al., 1958) . The model suggested that the pacemaker is immediately reset to a new phase by the light pulse, but the slave, which directly controls the eclosion event, required several cycles before it attained a steady-state phase relationship to the driver. Experimental evidence in favor of this system comes from two types of experiments: (1) two-pulse resetting experiments (Chandrashekaran, 1967; Pittendrigh, 1974) , which have demonstrated that the pacemaker is reset almost immediately and that the observed transients must, therefore, be a feature of a more peripheral system; and (2) systematic selection of flies emerging either very early or late in the daily eclosion gate, which led to the isolation of two strains differing in eclosion time by 4 h. Because a comparison of phase response curves for these two strains proved that they were identical, both to each other and to the stock from which they were selected, Pittendrigh (1967) concluded that selection had altered the phase relationship between slave and pacemaker rather than between pacemaker and the light cycle.
If the insect circadian system is organized with multiple pacemakers driving a number of slave oscillations, then it becomes likely that photoperiodic phenomena also are organized in this way (Models 7 to 10). Although these multioscillator models seem attractive, and the elegant theoretical analyses used to develop Model 10 are particularly satisfying (Pittendrigh, 1981) , these models have their own shortcomings. It is, for example, impossible to know which phase relationship occurs in DD or LL, and so these models are unable to explain why in some species a high incidence and in other species a low incidence of diapause occurs in these aperiodic conditions. A possible exception is Beck's dual system theory (Model 9), but the main drawback of this model is that the kinetics of its oscillators are not based on known characteristics of circadian rhythms (see also Skopik et al., 1981) . According to internal coincidence models, the phase relationship (ψ) between two (or more) oscillators determines a long-night or a short-night response. Any specific ψ recurs at circadian intervals; therefore, the same ψ (e.g., ψ = ψ a ) will occur in, for example, LD 12:8, LD 12:32, and LD 12:56 (if τ = 24 h), and these three photoperiods will have the same photoperiodic response, in this case nondiapause (short-night response). A similar reasoning holds for any ψ resulting in high diapause (long-night response) (ψ = ψ b ), and so peaks and troughs are expected, according to the model. Lowering the temperature can result in the Nanda-Hamner response curve becoming hourglasslike; the nondiapause troughs "fill in" and only high diapause is observed, e.g., S. argyrostoma (Saunders, 1982c) . Such a response also can be generated by the model (Pittendrigh, 1981) . However, because ψ still is the same for "true" short nights (shorter than the critical night length) and scotophases multiples of τ longer, these true short nights are now also expected to result in high diapause. This is contrary to observations; when a circadian response curve becomes hourglass-like by lowering the temperature, the critical night length remains, and true short nights do not result in high diapause (Saunders, 1973a; Hardie, 1987; Vaz Nunes et al., 1990b) . Clearly, true short nights are determined differently from "apparent" short nights, which refutes the assumption of internal coincidence models that scotophases resulting in the same ψ as a scotophase shorter than the critical night length also are short. Although evidence for multiple oscillators is strong, it does not necessarily point in the direction of internal coincidence. External coincidence versions (Models 4 to 6) explain many aspects of insect photoperiodism in a simple and compelling fashion, and it seems likely that, although the insect clock may comprise several or many oscillators, the photoinducible phase is an important feature of the system.
Qualitative or Quantitative Night Length Measurement?
In various photoperiodic response curves, longnight responses decline with ultra-long nights (> 19 h) and/or short-night responses increase with ultrashort nights (< 4 h) (Fig. 4) . As mentioned earlier, the decline in diapause in ultra-long nights and DD could be accounted for by the damped circadian oscillator model (Model 5); in the 24-h experimental cycles, such ultra-long nights are combined with very short photophases, which cause the amplitude of the oscillator to become very low, such that ϕ i no longer occurs after only a few cycles. In those few cycles, ϕ i coincides with darkness, and so INDSUM (the "induction sum" as determined by the counter) is positive but too low for 100% induction. On the other hand, the same model cannot explain the rise in diapause in ultra-short scotophases and LL because long-night induction can occur only when ϕ i falls in darkness, and this does not happen in those ultra-short scotophases.
Another way in which to explain this decline and rise at either end of the photoperiodic response curve is to assume that scotophases at the same side of the critical night length can have different inductive "strengths." Thus, ultra-long nights could be much weaker than shorter long nights, and ultra-short nights could be much weaker than longer short nights. In fact, ultra-short nights might even be equivalent to weak long nights, thus resulting in the observed longnight response. This possibility was first thoroughly investigated by Zaslavski, in particular with the vetch aphid, M. viciae (Zaslavski and Fomenko, 1983) . His results showed that, indeed, the various long nights (and the various short nights) differed in their inductive strength. This suggested that night length is measured in a quantitative way, which means that each night, when measured by the clock, is given a value related to its actual length. The clock-commander model (Model 12) resulted from these findings.
Others also observed quantitative differences between different long (short) nights (Hori, 1987; Hardie, 1990; Spieth and Sauer, 1991) , and quantitative night length measurement has been incorporated in versions of the damped circadian oscillator model (Models 5 and 6) (Saunders and Lewis, 1988; Vaz Nunes et al., 1991a,b; Vaz Nunes, 1994) . However, Model 6, like Model 5, can generate only a decline of induction in ultra-long scotophases, not a rise of induction in ultrashort scotophases. Zaslavski's model (Model 12) can do both, but because there is no information on how the model reacts to light pulses or to non-24-h cycles, it is unsuitable for testing photoperiodic regimes other than two-component, 24-h LD cycles.
The double circadian oscillator model (Model 13) is another model based on quantitative night length measurement (Vaz Nunes, 1998a) . Like Model 12, it can simulate both the decline and rise of induction at the ends of the photoperiodic response curve (Vaz Nunes, 1998b) . In addition, this model is able to generate a whole range of photoperiodic response curves, with and without light interruptions in the night and 24-h and non-24-h cycles. It also is able to generate high diapause (or ovipara production in aphids) in LL and is, therefore, the first model that also can account for thermoperiodic induction in LL, as observed by Masaki and Kikukawa (1981) (see also Vaz Nunes, 1998b) .
To date, there are no reports on insect or mite photoperiodism that refute quantitative night length measurement, although recent experimental results with the mite, T. urticae, were equivocal in this respect (Kroon et al., 1997) . Therefore, we conclude that insect and mite clocks are likely to determine night length in a quantitative manner.
Are Insect Photoperiodic Clocks Monophyletic or Polyphyletic?
Before we can begin to answer this question, we need to define a photoperiodic clock. A photoperiodic clock is a mechanism that measures photoperiodic time, be it night length, day length, or both. The photoperiodic mechanism that determines the response of an organism (e.g., diapause, nondiapause) comprises, among others, a photoperiodic clock that measures night length and a counter mechanism that accumulates and integrates the information provided by the clock. The photoperiodic response in insects has been evolved from the ability to perceive and respond to environmental cues (e.g., night length, temperature) that herald the approach of a particular season.
Insects are tropical in origin, and in spreading to higher latitudes they have evolved diverse overwintering mechanisms, probably on many independent occasions (Saunders, in press) . Diapause mechanisms exist in many tropical species as well, and species colonizing higher latitudes might have adapted these mechanisms for winter survival in temperate zones (Denlinger, 1986) . In the tropics, diapause occurs in widely diverse seasons, such as dry/rainy seasons or the coolest months, and environmental control can be various. Therefore, it is quite probable that diapause mechanisms are polyphyletic and that these mechanisms in the temperate zones show marked convergence or parallel evolution shaped by the stringent climatic demands of winter survival.
It is entirely possible that all insect photoperiodic clocks have used existing circadian rhythmicity as the primary clockwork and are, therefore, monophyletic. Photoperiodic mechanisms (clock, counter, and effector systems), however, probably are polyphyletic in the sense that the information on, for example, night length has been used and processed in a variety of ways. In other words, the basic circadian rhythmicity probably has been used for regulating seasonal phenomena on separate occasions, leading to modern diversity. Pavlidis (1981) reminded us that a model is a hypothesis about how a physical system works and that it must (1) summarize available data in a concise fashion and (2) predict behavior of the system in new circumstances (i.e., it must be testable). By testing a model, deficiencies in current knowledge will show up, and this will suggest new experiments or may unify previously disparate facts. It also should lead to better models.
Experimental Tests of Clock Models and Their Use in Guiding Future Research
To examine the validity of the various models, experimental tests had to be developed, and Nanda-Hamner, Bünsow, and bistability experiments were devised to distinguish between hourglass-and circadian-based clocks. As demonstrated previously, however, these tests no longer are considered decisive, as circadian-based clocks can give rise to hourglasslike response curves under certain circumstances. Veerman and Vaz Nunes (1987) developed another test to distinguish between repetitive (circadian) and nonrepetitive (hourglass) clocks. This test was based on the fact that an hourglass clock measures very long nights (say, 36 or 60 h) only once, whereas a circadian clock records them two or three times. If, for example, n cycles of LD 12:36 give very similar results as n cycles of LD 12:12, then it would indicate that the value of one cycle of LD 12:36 is similar to that of one cycle of LD 12:12. Therefore, the clock would be nonrepetitive and indistinguishable from an hourglass. In this way, it was shown that the spider mite's clock resembles an hourglass, and the observed positive results of Nanda-Hamner and Bünsow experiments were assumed to be due to the resonance effect of the circadian system on the counter (Model 3). The negative results of bistability experiments agreed with this model (Vaz Nunes and Veerman, 1997) .
The Veerman-Vaz Nunes protocol has been repeated for a number of insect species, and the same results as with T. urticae were obtained with P. brassicae (Veerman et al., 1988) and the cabbage moth, Mamestra brassicae (Kimura and Masaki, 1993) . In the latter species, the experiments were performed at 20 and 25 o C, where Nanda-Hamner experiments indicated an hourglass-and a circadian-based clock, respectively. At both temperatures, however, night length measurement appeared nonrepetitive. With the flies, C. vicina and S. argyrostoma, it was concluded that the clocks were based on damped circadian oscillators (Saunders and Lewis, 1988) . In the experiments, n cycles of 36-h nights resulted neither in the same incidence of diapause as n cycles of 12-h nights (if clock were an hourglass) nor in a higher incidence (if clock were an oscillator), but instead resulted in a lower diapause incidence. These results were accounted for using the damped circadian oscillator model, with moderately damping circadian clocks. For the blowfly, C. vicina, a damping circadian clock also had been suggested from other experiments by Vaz Nunes et al. (1990a) in which it was found that DD had the same inductive value as about 5 long-night (LD 8:16) cycles. Vaz Nunes and Hardie (1993) demonstrated with this protocol that the photoperiodic clock in the aphid, M. viciae, is based on a self-sustained or slightly damped circadian oscillator instead of an hourglass as was generally accepted (Lees, 1973; Saunders, 1982b) ; in this species, n cycles of LD 12:60 or LD 12:36 resulted in the same incidence of ovipara producers as did 3n or 2n cycles of LD 12:12, respectively. Therefore, the Veerman-Vaz Nunes protocol gave a variety of results. An hourglass (or heavily damped circadian oscillator) clock was demonstrated in species that, in Nanda-Hamner experiments, showed an hourglass response (M. brassicae at 20 o C) or a circadian response (T. urticae, P. brassicae, M. brassicae, C. vicina, and S. argyrostoma); a self-sustained circadian clock was observed in a species that did not show any circadian effect in Nanda-Hamner, Bünsow, or bistability experiments (M. viciae).
Except for M. viciae, the preceding results could be explained by the pacemaker-slave model (Model 6, Vaz Nunes et al., 1991a,b) , which is a culmination of Models 3 and 5; the clock could be an oscillator that damps very rapidly (hourglass) or within a few cycles, whereas the circadian system affects the counter, resulting in positive Nanda-Hamner and Bünsow responses. M. viciae, however, posed a problem. Although its clock appeared to be circadian, Nanda-Hamner and Bünsow responses were negative. A possibility, suggested by Vaz Nunes and Hardie (1993) and tested by Vaz Nunes (1994) , was that long nights were measured repetitively but that measurement of short nights was nonrepetitive. This assumed differential effect of long and short nights was one of the reasons for the development of a totally new model, the double circadian oscillator model (Model 13), by Vaz Nunes (1998a) , in which any scotophase is measured by two independent (damping or nondamping) circadian oscillatory systems and is given a positive value by the one (LN) system if long or is given a positive value by the other (SN) system if short. This model can explain the results with all the previously mentioned species including M. viciae; positive Nanda-Hamner responses are expected if the SN system is a self-sustained oscillator and the LN system is a rapidly damping oscillator, whereas negative responses are expected if the SN system is a rapidly damping oscillator and the LN system is either a self-sustained or a weakly damping oscillator (typical hourglass response) or a rapidly damping oscillator (only one response peak at around T = 24 h, with no diapause in longer nights).
As always, new models prompt new tests. With regard to the double circadian oscillator model, tests should be devised to determine whether long nights and short nights are as different as proposed by the model. One way of doing this is to find out whether the sensitivity to temperature differs between long and short nights, as was observed in M. viciae (Hardie, 1990) and S. argyrostoma (Saunders, 1992) . In both species, long nights were less sensitive to temperature than were short nights. Such a difference is difficult to understand by models in which the difference between a long night and a short night is the coincidence or not of ϕ i with darkness or a difference in ψ AB . Experiments to determine temperature sensitivity of long and short nights are now being done with two geographical clones of A. fabae, a northern clone of M. viciae and a pink clone of the pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum), at three different temperatures. It has already been shown that for gynoparae induction in both clones of A. fabae, short nights are much more sensitive to temperature than are long nights (Vaz Nunes and Hardie, unpublished) , which lends further support to the model.
Clock Models in Relation to Known Circadian Biology
A synthesis of our current understanding of insect photoperiodic time measurement includes the following generalizations. First, photoperiodic time measurement nearly always involves night length measurement. Second, night length measurement is in many cases (although perhaps not in all cases) a function of the circadian system. Third, the part of the circadian system that is involved in photoperiodic time measurement comprises several (many?) circadian oscillators, some of which may be pacemakers and others slaves. Fourth, at least some of these pacemakers/ slaves probably are damping, with extreme damping being equivalent to hourglass behavior. Fifth, night length probably is measured by separate (damping or nondamping) oscillators independently assessing long and short nights.
In comparing such a system of oscillators to those governing overt circadian rhythms (e.g., locomotor activity, pupal eclosion), we can look to the recent advances in molecular biology that describe such sys-tems as negative feedback loops, particularly because feedback control systems models of circadian rhythmicity (Lewis, 1994) provide successful simulations of both overt rhythms (Lewis et al., 1997) and photoperiodic induction (Lewis and Saunders, 1987; Saunders and Lewis, 1987a,b; Vaz Nunes et al., 1991a,b) .
Current models for overt circadian rhythms of D. melanogaster postulate that transcription of the period (per) and timeless (tim) genes and the actions of the proteins they express are crucial elements in a negative feedback loop (Hall, 1995) . PER protein and its mRNA are found in the nucleus and cytoplasm of cells of various tissues including certain lateral brain neurons (Helfrich-Föster, 1996) that are regarded as pacemaker cells. The level of PER oscillates with a circadian frequency (Hardin, 1994; Vosshall et al., 1994) and is thought to regulate negatively its own transcription; stepwise posttranslational phosphorylation of PER, together with subsequent coupling with TIM, may provide the time delay in the loop that is essential for the system to oscillate (Edery et al., 1994; Vosshall et al., 1994) . The PER-TIM complex facilitates translocation of PER to the nucleus, and TIM appears to be involved in the light-induced resetting of the oscillation because it is rapidly degraded when the fly is exposed to light Myers et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1996; Zeng et al., 1996) .
For photoperiodic time measurement, obvious questions that arise include the following. Is per (or tim) also causally involved in a photoperiodic feedback loop? Does this occur in the same cells (neurons) as that regulating overt rhythmicity, or are the two rhythmic systems functionally separate? So far, these questions have been addressed only for the photoperiodic control of ovarian diapause in D. melanogaster (Saunders et al., 1989; Saunders, 1990) . In this study, critical night lengths were found to be identical in a short-period mutant (per s ), a long-period mutant (per L2 ), and the wild type (Canton S) from which they were originally isolated (Konopka and Benzer, 1971) ; if a per-regulated feedback loop also was operating in photoperiodic time measurement, then large effects of these mutations on critical night length would have been expected. Furthermore, discrimination between a short night and a long night also occurred in a behaviorally arrhythmic mutant (per 0 ) and in flies (per -) deprived of the per locus by the appropriate overlapping deletions, although critical night lengths were somewhat altered (Saunders, 1990) . This strongly suggests that, even if photoperiodic time measurement involves circadian rhythmicity, per is not causally involved, and we must look elsewhere for similar molecular feedback loops to account for night length measurement in D. melanogaster. The separate nature of photoperiodic time measurement and overt rhythmicity also was suggested for the blowfly, C. vicina, where Nanda-Hamner interpeak intervals for larval diapause induction were at least 24 h apart, but the free-running period of the adult locomotor activity rhythm was about 22.5 h (Saunders, 1997) . The conclusion must be that photoperiodic time measurement and overt circadian rhythmicity, although presenting many similarities, are quite separate systems.
If per and its feedback loop are not part of the photoperiodic oscillation in D. melanogaster, then other genetic loci with a clock role probably are involved. This view is strengthened by the discovery of several other genes producing clock-related phenotypes (e.g., period change, altered phase angle), at least some of which are autosomal rather than on the X chromosome with per (Jackson, 1983; Matsumoto et al., 1994; Murata et al., 1995) . Notwithstanding the difficulties of handling the very weak ovarian diapause in D. melanogaster, a systematic screen for mutations affecting diapause regulation should be attempted.
SUMMARY
Of all the models described here, models 1 to 12 have shown their shortcomings at one time or another. The exception, at this moment, is Model 13, the double circadian oscillator model. No doubt, shortcomings will be found when new experimental protocols have been devised to test this model. These shortcomings will result in further development of hypotheses and models, as has happened before, and will bring us another step forward in our search for the real mechanism of photoperiodic time measurement.
It should be noted, however, that no matter how well a model can generate observed photoperiodic response curves, models are necessarily simplifications, as one never can be certain that every possible condition relevant to the physiological function has been accounted for. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that models will ever give an accurate description of the biological structure of the system, and it is important that "wet" physiology and modeling go hand in hand. Only then will we be able to unravel the true nature of photoperiodic time measurement. For example, if modern molecular biology were able to prove that one circadian phase (or range of phases) transcribed a light-sensitive, clock-controlled gene, then this would show the physiological, rather than the hypothetical, existence of ϕ i .
